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chart as in Early Years until you reach your Identity.
At each stage, you add new people and locations to the 

Pathways Map or create new connections between them. With 
each box you select, you add new Traits to your sheet or step 
up the Traits you already have. The most significant changes to 
your character sheet come from your Origin, Life-Changing 
Event, and Identity. It’s important that your entire group does 
these steps together so you’re all on the same page. All for one 
and one for all. We’ve helpfully detailed every stage in the next 
section, including suggestions on what each choice might mean 
and what your group should do with the Pathways Map at each 
stage. Eventually, you won’t need to look these up and you can 
just use the charts by themselves.

SQUARES, CIRCLES, DIAMONDS, AND ARROWS 
While the Pathways Chart develops your own individual 

Lead, the Pathways Map develops your own Smallville 
RPG world. Completing the Pathways Map gets you a cast of 
characters and a collection of locations to rival any comic book 
soap opera or Dickensian serial. This is exactly what Watchtower 
needs to direct your episodes and build campaigns. You discover 
who owes you favors and to whom you are indebted, who you 
love and who you hate, and where everybody connects to the 
important people in your setting.

Take a look at the example Pathways Map. As you can see, 
the map consists of squares, circles, diamonds, and arrows. Each 
shape represents a different element of the campaign; the arrows 
show how those different elements are connected.

Squares represent the Lead characters. The first step in 
creating the Pathways Map is adding your Lead’s square. As 
everyone takes turns adding to the map, other players may 
connect other elements to your Lead, creating characters that 
hate you, work with you, went to school with you, or maybe 
have a crush on you. Only you, however, can connect your Lead 
square to other elements on the map. Only you may decide how 
your Lead relates to his world.

Circles are other characters: Extras or Features. When 
you add a circle to the Pathways Map, the character starts as 
an Extra and is added to your Resources section at a 2d4 die 
rating. If another player draws an arrow from his Lead to one 
of your Extras, decide with the other player whether or not to 
turn that Extra into a Feature. Features are then removed as 
Resources from the two Lead sheets and added as Relationships. 
Draw another circle around the first circle (so it’s a circle within 
a circle) to indicate that it’s a Feature, but keep the labels on 
the arrows. For more information on how to turn Extras into 
Features, see Chapter Five: Episodes. 

Diamonds are Locations—significant places or settings 
important to the campaign. When you draw an arrow to a 
Location from your Lead square, the name of the Location goes 
in the Resources area of the Lead sheet with a beginning rating 
of 2d4.

Arrows are the lines that connect all of these elements 
together making a web of background, plot, and setting. Arrows 
should have a label describing in a word or three how the first 

After you go through the Early Years and decide on your 
Road, it’s time to proceed to the Life-Changing Event. You 
may select any of the Life-Changing Events, regardless of the 
position of your Road box. Your group might want to stop right 
here and begin playing episodes that directly address your Life-
Changing Events (see Rookies and Veterans on page 17). It’s up 
to your group to decide.

For those that want to play Leads with a little more 
experience and ability (Veterans), move on to the After the 
Event chart. Because the most recent stage of development 
was a Life-Changing Event, your Lead probably made some 
dramatic life changes. Therefore, you may start After the Event 
by choosing a Priority at any position, then move down the 

Making Features with Pathways

Watchtower can use Pathways to make Features, even at 
the same time as the other players. When she does, she 
doesn’t add elements to the map. If Watchtower is making 
a Feature who is already on the map, each arrow leading 
to and from the Feature is a starting Relationship added to 
the Feature’s sheet at the beginning of the Origins stage. If 
Watchtower is creating a new Feature not on the map, add 
each of the Leads as starting Relationships. Whenever a map 
step would add an Extra, Watchtower may add an Extra or a 
Relationship to the Feature’s sheet.

WATCHTOWER ALERT:

Pathways & Larger Groups

For the purposes of these guidelines, the assumed size of 
a Smallville RPG playgroup is four players (thus four Leads) 
plus Watchtower, but this is by no means a requirement (in 
fact, our running examples in this chapter use a group of six 
Leads). You can play with smaller groups, which makes things 
a little more intimate, or with a larger cast of characters. If 
you go the latter route and have five, six, or more players 
at the table, you need some help with Relationships. With 
more than four players, Pathways hands out too few steps 
to make Relationships strong enough. To counter this, some 
of your Relationships with other Leads should start out at d6 
rather than d4.

For every player at the table beyond the default four, start 
one of your Relationships out as d6, not d4. So, if you have 
six players, two of every Lead’s five Relationships with other 
Leads will be a d6 (four players plus two). You can make this 
decision before you get started on the Pathways charts, or 
you can wait and see who your Lead feels is more important 
to him and add the additional steps at the end of Pathways.
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You keep the die rating of the Extra, although the rating goes 
from two dice to one. A 2d8 Extra becomes a d8 Relationship. 
All of your Relationships with other Leads also start at d4, though 
if you have a group larger than 4 players you might get a bonus. 
See Player Advice: Pathways & Larger Groups on page 15 for 
more info.

Step Up A Trait: On many occasions, the charts allow 
you to step up a Drive, Asset, or Resource. When we talk about 
stepping up Traits, we’re really talking about die ratings. Imagine 
the scale of possible dice in your head: d4 steps up to d6 which 
steps up to d8, and so on. If you have a d6 in, for example, the 
Impulsive Distinction, and you choose the Lofty Road during 
Pathways, it allows you to add a new Distinction or step up one 
you already have. Since the next die rating after a d6 is a d8, you 
step up Impulsive from a d6 to a d8.

If you and another player turned an Extra into a Feature 
(giving yourselves a Relationship in the process) you may step 
up that Relationship whenever the charts offer the option to 
step up an Extra. You can’t step up a Relationship with a Lead 
in this way, and you can’t step up a Relationship you added after 
the Extra became a Feature (i.e., it was never your Extra).

Values can only be stepped up through the charts. Once 
you’ve made it through both charts, your Lead has nine total 
steps added to his Values, which are the core of your Lead’s 
interaction with the story. All Values start out at a d4 in the first 
stage of the Pathways chart; when you step up your Values, you 
usually have a choice of two: Power or Glory, Truth or Love, 
Justice or Duty.

A NOTE ABOUT STATEMENTS
Your Drives (that’s your Values and Relationships) need 

statements as well as die ratings. Because they might go up and 
down throughout the course of Pathways, you should leave this 
to the end, using the unfolding back story narrative as a guide. 
It might be tempting to just use the Pathways Map labels for 
statements, but if you take your Lead as a whole, you might find 
that you prefer a statement to be reflective of something else.

For more about statements, go check out Chapter 
Five: Drives, where you’ll also find a lot of examples to get 
you thinking.

KEEPING TRACK
There’s a lot to remember and keep straight about your 

Lead—the Relationships you have with other Leads and 
Features, how you got to know them, what you think, what you 
Value, what you can do.

Take a look at the Lead sheet on page 215. Here you can 
track all your ratings in Drives, Assets, and Resources, as well as 
your Value and Relationship Statements. There’s also room for 
keeping track of your Stress and Growth.

Some players like to record a lot of information about their 
Leads—even keeping journals to record their thoughts and 
actions. Some groups keep an online blog for their Leads and 
write short stories out of their game episodes. These are great 
ways to keep up on the drama from episode to episode.

Some groups may wish to play completely online. For more 
information on this, see Chapter Six: Online Play on page 77

map element is related to the other. Your Lead might “work for” 
an Extra, “have a crush on” a Lead, or “study at” a Location. 
A  second arrow can link back, describing how the second 
element relates to the first. Those two relationships are rarely 
the same; the character your Lead has a crush on might think 
of you as “just a friend” or an “annoying pest.” If you’re the one 
who adds the circle or diamond to the Map, you have the choice 
of drawing an arrow back to your Lead right away and defining 
that reciprocal connection with a label. Otherwise, leave it 
open and another player can make that decision for you when 
Pathways gives them the choice. If you draw an arrow to an 
existing circle or square, however, this immediate return arrow 
isn’t an option.

ADDING AND STEPPING UP TRAITS
As you develop your Lead, you get the option to add or step 

up Traits on your Lead sheet. Here are the four ways your Lead’s 
Traits change:

Add a Resource: Whenever you draw an arrow from your 
Lead square to a circle or diamond, you add a Resource. Circles 
give you access to that character as an Extra; Diamonds give you 
Locations. Both flavors of Resources start at 2d4.

Add an Asset: Some stages on the Pathways charts give 
you Assets (Distinctions or Abilities). All new Assets start at d4. 
New Abilities start with one Special Effect each, which you can 
choose at the end of Pathways.

Add a Relationship: When one of your Extras is upgraded 
to a Feature, you move him from Resources into Relationships. 
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NINTH SEASON EXAMPLES
So you can see the kinds of choices we’d make if we were 

using Pathways to create a cast of characters to play out episodes 
based on Season Nine of Smallville, we’ve included those 
choices right here. Want to get acquainted with the gang? Here 
they are and who they’re going to play.

Clark is played by Cam, who’s always been a big fan of 
the character.

Chloe is being played by Bobbi, because she has all the 
cool tech.

Amanda likes Lois, the “damsel of distress” (the play on 
words appeals to her). She also gets to throw around backhanded 
comments and kick ass.

Oliver is Josh’s Lead, somebody who can get into the 
action as well as crack wise.

Mary’s keen to play Tess, one of the group’s two antagonists.
Zod is being played by Joe, who thinks it’s going to be fun 

to run opposition against Clark.
Tiara is Watchtower, overseeing all. She doesn’t need 

to do much in Pathways other than give some suggestions or 
rules advice, but she’s going to pay close attention to all the 
connections and see how the Pathways Map shakes out.

ROOKIES AND VETERANS
Pathways gives you a choice of how far along your Lead is in 

his career, although it’s more appropriate to talk in terms of how 
much weight your Lead brings to the dramatic environment 
that is Smallville. The breakpoint is the Life-Changing Event, 
which is when your Lead is ready for play as a Rookie. If we were 
talking about a television show, this would be Season One—the 
point when we don’t really know much about the Leads and 
their potential hasn’t yet been tapped. If you continue on to the 
After The Event chart, you end up with Leads who represent the 
more experienced, developed, and settled cast, around Season 
Five. They’re Veterans of your own spinoff, with established 
identities and purpose. It’s the default for the game and what we 
recommend for first-time players.

Rookies have three fewer Value steps from the chart than 
Veterans do, because the After the Event chart adds steps to Values 
over three stages, and Rookies haven’t gone that route. If you start play 
immediately after the Life-Changing Event, each player adds three 
steps to his Values to bring them up to the right number of steps.

The whole table has to agree about when to stop. No fair 
having some Leads be Rookies and some be Veterans. Once 
you agree on the point where you’re going to stop, everyone 
stops; the next thing that happens is you throw on the finishing 
touches and get ready to play.

There’s a third option, too, and that’s playing Seasoned 
Veterans—Leads who have been through a lot (beyond Identity 
on the Pathways Charts, in other words). For more information 
on this option, see Seasoned Veterans on page 40. We’ve gone 
this route for our Season Nine examples.

Pathways Descriptions
On the following pages, each stage of Pathways is more 

fully detailed and explained, with examples of the Ninth Season 
group creating their Leads and drawing up the Pathways Map. 
Here’s a brief guide to what to expect.

PATHWAYS MAP
This is the set of directions for all players so that they 

know what to write or draw on the Pathways Map. It’s a more 
fleshed-out version than the icon-heavy instructions given on 
the charts. Take turns in following the directions; some players 
might want to wait until there are more circles or diamonds on 
the Map before they decide where to draw those arrows.

THE FIVE CHOICES
This lists the five different choices you have available at this 

stage of the chart. Sometimes you only have three choices, since 
the choice you made previously on the chart may dictate the 
choices you can make here. For Origin, Life-Changing Event, 
and Priority, the choices are wide-open.

Each of the choices presents a bit of a story element for you 
to consider, some questions to make you think, and the changes 
you can make to your Lead sheet. While the story element and 
questions are entirely optional and just there to give you some 
ideas, the instructions for stepping up or adding to your Lead 
are part of the process. Don’t skip any of those!
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PATHWAYS: The Early Years

ORIGIN  | DRAW YOUR 
  ALL 
  

RICH
Start all Values at d4
 Value (Duty OR Power) ×2

NEW Distinction
 Resource
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

ORDINARY
Start all Values at d4
 Value (Love OR Justice) ×2

NEW Distinction
 Relationship
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

GIFTED
Start all Values at d4
 Value (Glory OR Truth) ×2

NEW Distinction
NEW Distinction or Ability
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

STRANGE
Start all Values at d4
 Value (Glory OR Power) ×2

NEW Distinction
 Resource
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

ALIEN
Start all Values at d4
 Value (Duty OR Truth) ×2

NEW Heritage
NEW Ability or  Heritage
NEW Distinction

YOUTH  |   
 OR    OR 

JOCK
 or NEW Distinction
 Resource
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

AVERAGE
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

GEEK
NEW Distinction
 Distinction
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

OUTSIDER
 or NEW Distinction
 Location
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

PARAGON
 or NEW Distinction
 or NEW Ability or Distinction
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

FOCUS  |  OR    OR  OR 

    OR 

MONEY
NEW Distinction
 Resource
 Relationship

LIFE
 Relationship ×2
 Resource

STATUS
 Distinction
 Resource
 Relationship

TECHNOLOGY
NEW Gear
 or NEW Distinction or Gear
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

PARANORMAL
 or NEW Ability or Distinction
 or NEW Heritage or Distinction
 Relationship

ROAD  |  

RISKY
 Value (Glory OR Power)
 or NEW Distinction
 Resource
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

STRAIGHT AND NARROW
 Value (Duty OR Love)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

LOFTY
 Value (Glory OR Truth)
 or NEW Distinction
 Resource
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

UNDERGROUND
 Value (Justice OR Truth)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

ETHICAL
 Value (Justice OR Love)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

LIFE-CHANGING EVENT  |    OR 
 

ADVANCEMENT
 Value (Glory OR Power) ×2
 Value (Any)
 or NEW Distinction
 Location
 Relationship ×2
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

TRAGEDY
 Value (Justice OR Love) ×2
 Value (Any)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship ×2
 Extra
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

POWER MANIFESTATION
 Value (Power)
 Value (Any) ×2

NEW Ability
 or NEW Ability or Distinction
 Distinction
 Location ×2

FIRST CONTACT
 Value (Duty OR Truth) ×2
 Value (Any)
  or NEW Distinction, Gear, or 
Heritage
 Relationship ×3
 Resource

DESTINY
 Value (Duty)
 Value (Any) ×2
  or NEW Distinction, Ability, or 
Heritage
 Resource
 Relationship ×2
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

OPTIONAL: Switch out any Resource or Relationship for a new Resource or Relationship 
at same die rating OR remove any d4 Resource or 2d4 Relationship and step up a Resource or 
Relationship OR both

Choose the next category from below or one to the left or right
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PATHWAYS: After the Event

PRIORITY  |    OR 
 OR    OR  OR 

FRIENDS AND FAMILY
 Value (Duty OR Love)
 or NEW Distinction
 Extra

WORK
 Value (Power OR Truth)
 or NEW Distinction
 Location

MOVING FORWARD
 Value (Glory OR Justice)
 or NEW Distinction
 Extra

LOOKING BACK
 Value (Love OR Truth) 
 or NEW Distinction
 Location

PERFORMANCE
 Value (Duty OR Glory)
 or NEW Distinction
 Extra

MODUS OPERANDI  |  OR    OR  OR 

   OR 

RELIABILITY/LOYALTY
 Value (Duty OR Love)
 Relationship

SHADY BUSINESS
 Value (Glory OR Power)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship or Extra

AGAINST THE GRAIN
 Value (Justice OR Truth)
 or NEW Distinction
 Relationship or Extra

OUTSIDE NORMAL  
CHANNELS
 Value (Justice OR Power) 
 Distinction or Resource
 Relationship or Extra

SPECIAL GIFTS
 Value (Duty OR Glory)
 or NEW Distinction or Ability 
 NEW Ability or Relationship

MOTIVATION  |  

OTHERS
 Value (Justice OR Love)
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

SELF
 Value (Glory OR Power)
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE CAUSE
 Value (Duty OR Justice)
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE JOB
 Value (Glory OR Truth)
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE WORLD
 Value (Duty OR Power)
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

IDENTITY  |  OR    OR  OR 

THE SIDE KICK
 Relationship
 Relationship or Extra
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE FOIL
 Distinction
 Relationship or Extra
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE REBEL
 Distinction
 Location
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE SPECIALIST
 or NEW Gear
 Distinction
  Relationship, Asset, or 
Resource

THE HERO
 or NEW Ability or Gear
 Ability or Gear
 Relationship 

Get your group together. You all create Leads and the Pathways Map 
together at the same time.

Start Pathways by following the map instructions for the first 
stage, Origins. Add your Lead as a square to the map. Draw an 
arrow from your square to the other squares, then draw an arrow 
from your square to a new circle (an Extra) and label the arrow to 
describe this connection.

Since your Lead square is linked to the other squares, add all the 
Lead names to your Lead sheet under Relationships. These Relationships 
start at d4. If you have a group of five players or more (not including 
Watchtower), one or more of these Relationships starts as a d6. Don’t 
worry about labeling or describing these Relationships yet.

Your Lead square is also linked to that circle you added. You’ve 
got yourself an Extra; write the character’s name under Resources 
and give it a die rating of 2d4.

Once everyone has followed the map instructions, pick your 
Origin. This gives you Traits to add to your sheet and opportunities 
to step up other Traits. All six Values start at d4, and the chart tells 
you to immediately step two of them up by one (or one up by 
two). You also get a new Distinction, which you can select from 
the Big List in Chapter eight: assets or create your own (see 
page 101). You may then step up or add other Traits depending on 
your choice of Origin.

Move down the Early Years chart to the next stage. Choose an 
option either directly below your last box or from the ones below 
and to the immediate right or left.

Add to the map with each stage and apply the additions and 
steps in each box until you’ve completed the Road stage, which 
finishes the Early Years.

Choose any of the Life‑Changing Events regardless of your Road. 
Follow the map instructions and apply the Trait steps to your sheet. 
If you want, switch out one of your Resources or Relationships with 
a new Resource or Relationship at the same die rating. You can also 
remove any d4 Relationship or 2d4 Resource and step up an existing 
Relationship or Resource.

If your group wants to continue with Pathways, choose any Priority 
on Pathways: After the Event. Add to the map as directed in the Priority 
stage and apply the steps from your chosen box to your Traits.

Move down the After the Event chart in the same way as you 
progressed through Early Years.

When you complete Identity, you may switch out one of your 
Resources or Relationships with a new Resource or Relationship 
at the same die rating. You may also remove any d4 Relationship 
or 2d4 Resource and step up an existing Relationship or Resource.

Add the finishing touches: Name, Appearance, Vital Statistics, and 
of course your Statements for Values and Relationships!

PLAY ADVICE: A Convenient Summary

OPTIONAL: Switch out any Resource or Relationship for a new Resource or Relationship at same die rating 
OR remove any d4 Resource or 2d4 Relationship and step up a Resource or Relationship OR both
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